PRESS RELEASE
CHG-MERIDIAN and Ravensburg
Towerstars start the season together


Fans and CHG-MERIDIAN employees kick off season together with official
jersey handover



Main sponsor role reaffirms CHG-MERIDIAN's unreserved support for
Ravensburg Towerstars and scope of sponsorship



CHG-MERIDIAN staff actively promoting regional social activities through
team tickets to Towerstars games

Weingarten, September 10, 2015
Date: 9/10/2015

Once again, Weingarten (Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany)-based technology managers
and financial experts CHG-MERIDIAN have reaffirmed their unreserved commitment to
their role as the main sponsor of the Ravensburg Towerstars. As the company announced
to mark the start of the season, the Towerstars will be able to count on CHG-MERIDIAN's
active support throughout the coming season as well.
"We've been supporting the Towerstars for more than ten years now, and for a good
reason: because we share traditions as well as our passion for an exceptional team
sport," said Frank Kottmann during Thursday's official jersey handover at CHGMERIDIAN's Weingarten headquarters. "We wish General Manager Rainer Schan, Coach
Daniel Naud, Assistant Coach Christopher Oravec, and the rest of the team great success
at their first official game and throughout the upcoming season," Kottman added.
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Rainer Schan, General Manager of the Ravensburg Towerstars, described the partnership
as an exceptional one. "CHG-MERIDIAN and the Towerstars have been a strong team for
many years now. Without this level of trust, ice hockey at this level and with this degree of
importance to the entire Bodensee-Upper Swabia region would surely be impossible,"
said Rainer Schan.

CHG-MERIDIAN employees committed to social purpose
In keeping with this sense of team spirit, the employees at CHG-MERIDIAN's Weingarten
headquarters have mobilized in support of successful—and, above all, team-oriented—
start to the season. As part of the organization's CARE initiative, employees can suggest
social projects and institutions they would like their locations to support personally—in this
case, by sponsoring an outing to a Towerstars game during the coming season. "We're
sponsoring the tickets, food and drinks," Kottmann went on. "Our employees are donating
their free time so that they can watch a game together with the respective groups. This
kind of commitment is great, and we're happy to support it."
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Selected for an evening with CHG-MERIDIAN and the Towerstars:
Martinshaus in Kleintobel close to Berg, the Los Ninos Recreation Center in Königseggwald, Haslachmühle
close
to Horgenzell special education school, the TSV Munderkingen Gymnastics department and the
«EFax»
Molpertshaus Music Association's youth department.
Subject: Microsoft Software

CHG-MERIDIAN: The company
CHG-MERIDIAN is one of the world's leading manufacturer- and bank-independent providers of technology management services to the IT,
industry and healthcare sectors. With some 850 employees, CHG-MERIDIAN provides its customers with comprehensive support for their
technology infrastructures – from consulting to financial and operational services to used-equipment re-marketing services through its two
technology and service centers in Germany and Norway. CHG-MERIDIAN offers efficient technology management for large- and medium-sized
companies and government agencies. It now serves over 10,000 customers worldwide, managing technology investments worth a total of more
than €4.2 billion. More than 2,700 of its customers also use TESMA© Online, its technology and service management system, for their internal
technology controlling needs. The company has offices in 40 locations in 23 countries across the globe; its headquarters are in the South German
city of Weingarten.
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